
Article 4, Section 4.2A(3) & Article 11 Section 11.6(A)2.d.:
To construct a 18’ by 50’ in-ground swimming pool and 9' by 22' pool cabana within the inland coastal district.
- Pool to be heated by airsource heat pump.
- Energy demand for pool and related equipment to be supplied by a proposed solar array.
- Pool equipment will be housed within a proposed 9' by 22' pool cabana.
- Pool enclosure will be a 4 foot high wood post and wire fence that meets the 
   requirements of the referenced MA State Building code. 

Article 6 Section 6.11(B)(2):
To exceed the Total Living Area limit by 744 SF.
- Allowable Square Footage Area (4.22 Ac. Lot) = 3,805 SF
- 5% Allowable addition w/o special permit = 144 SF
- Total Allowable Square Footage = 3,949 SF

- Total Existing Living Area: 3,321 SF
- Total Proposed Living Area: 1,504 SF
- Existing + Proposed Total Living Area = 4,825 SF

 

4.2A(3), 6.11(B)(2), & 11.6(A)2.d.4, 6,
& 11
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May 23, 2023 

ZBA Permit Considerations (Section 6.11(B)(2)) 

 

1. The project, when complete, would be visible, including during the winter, from public ways, water 

bodies, cemeteries and neighboring properties, and if so whether:  

a. the impact of the project on the existing rural, scenic character of the  

site and the surroundings has been mitigated through building siting,  

building design and landscape design;   

b. the project retains natural buffer areas or, where that is  

impracticable, provides sufficient landscape screening; and  

c. the project minimizes the impact of exterior and interior lighting on the surrounding area 

and minimizes glare from windows or other reflecting materials incorporated in the project; 

 

The site is visible from Stonewall Pond and Stonewall beach area. The addition to the house will 

be located within an existing patio area and will be set back significantly from the pond. 

Vegetation and plantings around the house will help to screen and minimize the impact of the 

addition on the coastal district and roadside district. The vegetation adjacent to South Road will 

be preserved to provide screening to the road and privacy and sound attenuation for the 

property. 

 

2. The project protects the natural features of the site and retains the natural landscape of the site 

after completion of construction; 

 

The addition to the house will be located within a patio/landscaped area with no change to an 

existing natural feature. The proposed garage/office has been sited to maximize separation to 

the pond and flood zones and will be constructed into an existing hill. The hillside will be re-

graded slightly to adjust for floor/foundation heights but will maintain the natural character of a 

hill feature.  

 

3. The project avoids altering the natural landscape, minimizes the size of lawns and recreational 

facilities, uses native species for landscaping, and retains natural vegetation on slopes;  

 

A landscape design prepared by Horiuchi Solien Landscape Architects has been provided with 

this application. No additional lawn area is proposed with this application and the landscape 

design incorporates native plantings for landscaping and screening. 

 

4. The project minimizes grading alterations and executes grading and excavation so that the contours 

of the land are the same following construction as those previously existing on the site and adjacent 

to it;  

 

As described above, the existing hill and landscape contours will largely remain the same with 

some regrading of the hill adjacent to the garage/office. 



5. Roads and other ways are designed to curve to fit the landscape and permit shared driveway 

entrances where possible; - There are no changes or additions to the road, driveway or parking area as 

part of this project 

 

The existing driveway meanders and winds along the natural contour of the property. 

Approximately 400 linear feet of the driveway is planned to be removed and replaced with 

native grass. 

 

6. The project maintains the visual integrity of ridge lines by keeping construction below the ridge line 

and at least 10’ below the average height of the existing trees on wooded ridges and hilltops on the 

lot;   

The proposed structures and additions are placed on the sides of hills with the surrounding 

cedar and oak vegetation extending above the ridge lines. 

 

7. In open land, buildings are sited behind fields against the backdrop of adjoining woodlands;  

 

There is an existing field/meadow area within the lot. The structures and addition are planned 

on the north side of the open grass area and are set within the edges of the existing vegetation. 

 

8. The project preserves and protects natural features of the site such as scenic points, water courses, 

large trees, historic spots, traditional stone walls and similar community assets;  

 

There are no natural features that will be impacted by this project. 

 

9. The project incorporates measures to reduce or mitigate excessive negative water quality impacts 

on ponds, wetlands and other water bodies both during construction and after completion; 

 

The proposed garage/office structure is located outside of any wetland buffer zone and the 

addition to the house is sited on the upland side of the house and is only within the buffer zone 

to a flood zone. The septic system has been upgraded recently on this site and the proposed 

project will not increase the number of bedrooms or require increased septic flow. 

 

10. The project is designed to minimize fossil fuel use such as by incorporating energy efficiency, 

conservation techniques, and using renewable energy sources.  

 

The project includes a roof mounted solar array to offset energy use and also proposes the use 

of high efficiency air-source heat pumps for heating needs.  

 

The project will meet or exceed all the insulation and energy requirements. 

 

11. In relation to its construction and possible eventual demolition, the project uses environmentally 

sound and sustainable design and building techniques;  

 

The addition will be wood frame construction to match the existing structure. 

 

12. The project avoids significant adverse impacts on habitat, including: 



a. whether the project meets the requirements and/or recommendations of the Massachusetts 

Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) if the project triggered its review; 

and  

b. if the project involves the clearing of more than one acre of NHESP  

Core or Priority Habitat, whether the project minimizes habitat  

fragmentation and has a defined development envelope limiting the  

disturbed area to the smaller of 35% or 2 acres of the designated  

habitat; and  

 

The project is not located within an Estimated or Priority habitat as listed on the current NHESP 

habitat maps. 

 

13. The project protects and preserves historical and archaeological Resources; 

 

There are no known historical or archaeological resources in proximity the proposed addition, 

however, the applicant has been working with the Wampanoag tribal resource officer (Randy 

Jardin), to inspect excavations to ensure unknown artifacts, if found, are not impacted. 

 

 

  







February 21, 2023 

 

9 Moses West Road 

Chilmark Mass. O2535 

 

RE:  PETITION FOR SPECIAL PERMIT – 138 STATE ROAD 

 

Dear Chilmark Zoning Board members: 

 

I am writing on behalf of my sister, Ellen Hollander, my brother, Jonathan Hollander, and 

myself, co-owners of 9 Moses West Road.  We were notified last week of the proposed 

development at 138 State Road in Chilmark.  The applicants are requesting a special permit to 

expand the property to a size that substantially exceeds the limits allowed by the Chilmark 

Zoning Bylaws.  In addition, the applicants are proposing to install a large in-ground swimming 

pool and cabana within the Coastal District on a property that sits directly alongside Stonewall 

Pond. We are writing to oppose this application. 

 

Regarding the size of the proposed development, Chilmark voters in 2013 passed a regulation 

that restricts the size of homes built in Chilmark based on the total size of the lot.  This 

regulation was adopted, in my words, to preserve the rural character and natural beauty of 

Chilmark, and to avoid undue adverse environmental consequences. The regulation specifies a 

maximum living area of 3,500 sq. ft. on a three acre lot, with an additional 250 sq. ft. for every 

acre over three. According to the Town notice, the proposed development at 138 State Road 

would exceed the maximum living area limit by 876 sq. ft. 

 

We can conceive of no acceptable reason why the Chilmark Zoning Board of Appeals would 

disregard the intent of the Chilmark voters and grant the requested special permit in regard to the 

total living area at 138 State Road.  

 

Regarding the proposed 18’ by 50’ swimming pool and cabana, we also request that the 

application be denied.  138 State Road lies directly alongside Stonewall Pond, with an extended 

shoreline. For this reason, it is designated as a District of Critical Planning Concern by the 

Martha’s Vineyard Commission and in the zoning bylaws of the Town of Chilmark.  

  

Swimming pools are completely prohibited at locations within 100 feet of Chilmark’s ponds, 

designated as the Shore Zone, and are only permitted under very limited conditions in the area 

immediately beyond that, defined as the Inland Coastal District. The northeastern portion of the 

swimming pool appears to lie precisely at 100 feet from Stonewall Pond. These factors require 

strict application of Chilmark’s zoning regulations. 
 

The intent of the bylaw that restricts development within Chilmark’s Coastal District is described 
in Section 11.5 of the bylaws. The bylaw is intended to insure, among other conditions, that 

development in these districts: 

A. Will not result in undue water, air, land or noise pollution; 

C. Will not result in increased beach erosion or damage to the coastal ecology or wetlands: 

D. Will cause no damage to fisheries and shellfish; 



F. Will result in as little interruption as possible of public views overlooking the site, nor will it 

allow construction which is not in harmony with the landscape type; 

H. Will not result in a deterioration of the rural character of Chilmark by proliferation of accessory 

structures. 

 

We believe that the regulation regarding development within the Chilmark Coastal District 

clearly indicates that the swimming pool proposal should be denied. However, if the Chilmark 

Zoning Board of Appeals ultimately decides to allow this project to proceed, significant 

modifications to the plan should be required. 

 

Most importantly, the size of the swimming pool should be greatly reduced. In addition, the 

Zoning Board should require (a) that the pool be re-located further than 100 ft. from Stonewall 

Pond; (b) that the pool’s visibility be screened from higher surrounding properties on all sides by 

appropriate natural vegetation; (c) that the Cabana be disallowed with the exception of space to 

enclose necessary pool equipment; and (d) that all appropriate measures are adopted to avoid the 

risk of environmental damage to Stonewall and Quitsa Ponds and the surrounding wetlands. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Hollander, for 

Ellen Hollander and Jonathan Hollander 
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